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The customer - a London-based European Bank - approached TH
Electrical Ltd from Colchester to carry out some repairs on their
existing HVAC system which was located on the 5th floor roof. The
existing system which used a Tasc Variable Speed Unit that employed
an electromagnetic coupling to vary the speed, had a fault which
needed to be diagnosed. The issue was able to be temporarily fixed,
but the advice was to replace the incumbant solution which had been
in situ for approximately 35 years.
This project had it’s fair share of challenges, most notably due to
the location of the bank, in the City of London, and the location of
the drvies and fans which were situated on the roof. A crane was
required to deliver the replacement parts to the roof, and as such,
road closures were required.
TH quoted and it was agreed that 1x 75kW IP55 IMO Jaguar VXH and
1x 37kW IP55 IMO Jaguar VXH variable speed inverter drvies would
be implemented in this project. The entire project was installed and
commissioned over a weekend, ensuring road closures and public
disruption would be kept to a bare minimum.
Along with greater reliability, the new system offered the customer
significant energy savings, and enhanced performance. The old
system (which struggled to vary the speed effectively) used to pull
between 90-110Amps compared to the more efficient new system
which only pulls 63Amps. The end result is a very happy customer
with an efficient and working system which of course is backed up
by our 5 year product warranty.

“

We are absolutely delighted with the installation of the
Jaguar VXH drives. Installed over a weekend meant that our
customers weren’t inconvenienced and there was no loss of
business, and hopefully we shall start to see energy savings
moving forward due to the better control and performance of
the solution versus our previous hardware.
The personal commitment to ensure the installation
happened durinbg down time for our business made by both
TH Electrical and IMO Precision Controls technical staff was
hugely appreciated, and we cannot recommend them both
enough.
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